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Hello Alejandro Almanza Pereda ! What are your main sources of inspiration ? And are there particular artists that inspire you in your work ?

I think that question is really difficult to answer because I think art making it deals well of course with other artists but it deals with things in life. 

And definitely we are an artist, we create, we question or we propose a different reality you know so I think I cannot answer that question easily. I 

think I can answer quickly how I become an artist or how art pushed me to make art. And it was my mother's fault. She took me to to see a 

retrospective of Alexander Calder in Mexico City and that really blew my mind so as we finished I made her bought a poster of Alexander Calder's 

work. I put it in my room and as soon as I finished putting it I stuck on getting tools and cutting cans and so that was like an insane influence on 

me.

Ok. And could you maybe give us an idea of what inspires you in daily life ?

Yes definitely like I think my work deals with the everyday and looking at people, how the people work every day with their hands or with other things. 

I am really like fascinated how like just normal labor like the person that cleans the streets, or the construction workers or the people that recollects 

trash - how they develop techniques to make their work easier you know. And it's really fascinating you know so I really like that that's why I always 

keep like a diary. Now it's in my instagram in a way like i recollect all these photos almost like street photography on these details of humanity you 

know. That is pretty amazing you know. So definitely I am so really like influenced by that.

Ok great. And are there other artists than Calder that inspire you in your work right now or at the beginning of your work ?

I think I don't know. It's just a lot you know like the school was amazing to see all these artists. I have great professors that really pushed me to see 

more and more and more and more and it was great. But you know you keep kind of ... You cannot keep track of what really made you to do this you 

know. And I think I was about to actually to quit art. And I came to Guadalajara. I was in Texas and came to Guadalajara to apply for film school and 

definitely I think film really helped me out how to do art. I don't know how but definitely I was looking more at film than artists. By that time that 

made me almost quit art and when I came to Guadalajara to apply for it I realized that I didn't know how to tell a story like in a normal way you 

know. So I decided to go back to Texas and finish my school in art.

I saw that your work will be exhibited in Leon in Mexico and I was wondering what projects are you currently working on. And has the current 

context made you postpone or cancel some of your projects ?

Ok Leon, oh my god that's tomorrow. I think that Leon it's just an invitation. It seems to be a really great project. Actually I don't know a lot about it. 

A friend got invited and he is part of a really nice community in Mexico City. And they have a fabrication art studio and he is trying to kind of really 

like to move around some artworks to keep it running so I agree with him to kind of put a piece there not because we're going to start making some 

art pieces with them so we can ... Maybe you can sell it and we can have some finances to support that. But definitely I just finished the piece really 

quickly. It's a really small piece because the the place is a really beautiful rundown abandoned house but now it's protected so you cannot install art 

in the walls. So it's like how you are going to install art in a way so it's pretty challenging. So it is a piece that I have done before as a series of pieces 

that is called "If you can say something see something". So in these pieces there's a volume and there's a rope that it kind of like wraps it around. 

And it deals with pieces that have been censored throughout the our art history you know. So I find that the exact size of the of the painting or the 

artwork and I translated that. So I take like the content and I just leave the space that piece used to be there you know. So this one is a really small 

photograph of Robert Mapplethorpe. 

Ok great. And does the current situation make you postpone or cancel some of your exhibitions or projects ?

For me this year it was going to be a busy year really exciting. I was going to go to Europe, some exhibitions. I got awarded but really I was lucky to 

get a work awarded by a fellowship in the Smithsonian. So that got postponed too so luckily it didn't got cancelled. So we'll see and we'll see what 

happens this year. Unfortunately in the United States that is ... Today is a big day there. So yeah a lot of things that got postponed definitely or 

cancelled.

Ok. And what does the current situation in Mexico inspire you if it inspires something ? And does it inf luence or does it impact your work in a way ?

I think the situation in Mexico is not good at the moment. We had a president who has been not loyal to artists even if he is from the left. And he is 

really been attacking the science and the arts so definitely it's really threatening to our position now. And you know I was really proud of Mexico that 

we had an amazing like cultural program that supports young artists and then mid-career artists throughout their career. And it was amazing and 

they tried to kind of destroy it right now.

There was support for the science too that it has been completely destroyed. So that I don't know if it can give me like ... It's just really it gives me a 

reason to keep doing. I am fortunate to be able to do this and maybe to create something to help future or you know like try to change what is 

happening now you know.

Ok. And what technique or what technology are you working with at the moment ?

Well I can use like from the hammer to like concrete mixer to the computer you know and video camera, camera. I think I really like to explore a lot 

of techniques not to stay in the one realm like from sculpture I would like to go to photography then go to video and go back to you know. I haven't 

been able to do painting I am so bad at that. Well one day maybe but definitely right now I am really excited because one of the persons that ... He 

really helps me here Saul. He is quite younger than me and he knows a lot of stuff about you know like electronics. And we were doing these pieces 

by hand and these molds and he told me "Maybe we can just do the cnc by ourselves" and it's like "Okay let's do it ! Let's order all the parts" and 

actually today is the first test so it's pretty exciting day and we built it by ourselves - by himself of course I was just watching. And so it's pretty 

exciting to see that machine running but definitely right now I am working too for making like a some underwater project again. Like I have been 

doing that for a long time but now we want to create this boat like a floating photo studio you know. So that involves kind of do-it-yourself 

technology in a way so it's pretty exciting.

Ok great. And what role do new technologies play in the production and in the dissemination of your artworks ?

Well it's kind of interesting like you know I prefer to go always more analog than more like tell the computer, tell the machine what to do. I like that 

kind of like ... I had some kind of like hint of the artist's touch you know. Like i wouldn't print a 3D print you know - a sculpture you know. I don't 

think for me it's interesting you know but for other people I am not saying that it's wrong that's pretty amazing. But for me the process is not so 

interesting. Maybe if you create some process before that and then you put it there maybe. I don't know so yeah I think at the end it's just that the 

eye of the maker to make the final touch in a way.

Definitely I am really excited about new technologies. I started you know with underwater projects 2006 and oh my god that was a disaster because 

you know like cameras were not so advanced, the digital cameras weren't like in the diapers. You cannot control them by computer from far away. 

And now you can do all that kind of amazing things so for that technology helped me and help me a lot to really like achieve what I want. So yeah I 

am really grateful for new things you know.

Ok. And are social media a tool for you in your work ? And if so, to what extent ?

Yeah I have been a little bit not kind of like fan of social media. I always had my facebook but I don't know. And then I found Instagram in a way so I 

think it was for me. You know because I have my work and I have my other side just I take pictures for ... It's not a hobby but definitely I have 

passion for them. But the only time I could show those pictures it was when I was giving my artist talk in front of people you know and tell them 

what my inspiration is coming from and things like that. So now i have this platform that is pretty great and I am always really excited to just go out 

and find another picture. Sometimes you know like maybe a week pass and I haven't posted anything I feel like "Oh my god I need to go out and find 

something interesting" you know. So it's pretty great so I have been using Instagram a lot. I think in my generation too it has been thought that 

autopromotion is bad, you know it's not good. So I think for me it's kind of difficult to self-promote you know yourself. But like at the end people 

told me "No you need to have an Instagram for your studio practice" so I did that. I have been lazy about it but I mean I need to post something 

soon. But definitely it is an amazing tool that really shares your work with others and you learn from others too so it's pretty convenient.

Ok. Thank you Alejandro Almanza Pereda !
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photograph of Robert Mapplethorpe. 

Ok great. And does the current situation make you postpone or cancel some of your exhibitions or projects ?

For me this year it was going to be a busy year really exciting. I was going to go to Europe, some exhibitions. I got awarded but really I was lucky to 

get a work awarded by a fellowship in the Smithsonian. So that got postponed too so luckily it didn't got cancelled. So we'll see and we'll see what 
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I think the situation in Mexico is not good at the moment. We had a president who has been not loyal to artists even if he is from the left. And he is 

really been attacking the science and the arts so definitely it's really threatening to our position now. And you know I was really proud of Mexico that 
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doing that for a long time but now we want to create this boat like a floating photo studio you know. So that involves kind of do-it-yourself 
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am really grateful for new things you know.
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On View

‘I Have to Escape All the Time’: Watch Artist
Alejandro Almanza Pereda Transform His Move
Out of New York Into Art About Exploration
As part of a collaboration with Art21, hear news-making artists describe their

inspirations in their own words.

Production still from the Art21 "New York Close Up" film, "Alejandro Almanza Pereda Escapes from New York." © Art21,
Inc. 2015.

Caroline Goldstein, October 22, 2020

As a child in Mexico, the artist Alejandro Almanza Pereda was

obsessed with filmmaker John Carpenter’s cult classic, Escape From

New York, in which Manhattan has been transformed into a prison

and the hero is in a race against time to save the US president from

a ticking time bomb. 

While this premise is a few light years removed from Almanza

Pereda’s current life, he felt a kinship with it when he made the

radical decision to leave New York (and its outrageous rent) for his

native Mexico City. For the artist, New York may not have been a

literal prison, as it was depicted in Escape from New York, but it

became a figurative one that he describes as “a playground for really

privileged people.”

In an exclusive interview filmed as part of Art21’s New York Close Up

series, the artist tasks himself with a seemingly impossible mission:

to create an entirely new body of work in the three weeks between

the time he purchased a one-way ticket for Mexico and the day his

plane departed.

Production still from the Art21 “New York Close Up” film “Alejandro Almanza
Pereda Escapes from New York.” © Art21, Inc. 2015.

Instead of dwelling on his impending departure, Almanza Pereda

channels his frenetic energy into his new project, riffing on Dutch

still life paintings by staging similar tableaux that have a twist: the

objects are underwater and upside down. The artist gathers

knickknacks he accumulated in his Hunter College studio and goes

shopping in Chinatown to find more objects. He recounts a lifelong

fascination with underwater exploration, Jacques Cousteau, and sea

creatures.

Here, on the surface, everything stays put—the gravity,” he tells

Art21. “In the water, you can use those levitations to kind of create

different sculptures in a way. It’s pretty spectacular.”

In the video, Almanza Pereda goes through a bittersweet tour of

Chinatown, which he considers one of the most quintessentially New

York neighborhoods, as he prepares his final work and his impending

escape from the city.

“I have to say that I think everybody in the world should live in New

York at least one or two years to just, kind of, make sense,” he says.

“But it’s not the only lifestyle you can have. It’s not the only way of

doing things.” Though he is sad to leave New York, the artist isn’t

thinking he’ll be in Mexico City forever. “So I might escape from

Mexico City, you know? I might go to LA and escape from there. I

have to escape all the time.”

 

Watch the video, which originally appeared as part of Art21’s

series Art in the Twenty-First Century below. The brand new 10th

season of the show is available now at Art21.org. 

Alejandro Almanza Pereda Escapes fro…
Watch later Share

This is an installment of “Art on Video,” a collaboration between

Artnet News and Art21 that brings you clips of newsmaking artists. A

new series of the nonprofit Art21’s flagship series Art in the Twenty-

First Century is available now on PBS. Catch all episodes of other

series like New York Close Up and Extended Play and learn about the

organization’s educational programs at Art21.org.

Follow Artnet News on Facebook: 

Like 378K
 

Want to stay ahead of the art world? Subscribe to our newsletter to

get the breaking news, eye-opening interviews, and incisive critical

takes that drive the conversation forward.
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Exclusive: Here’s the Full List of Artists
Participating in the 15th Istanbul Biennial
Curated by Elmgreen & Dragset, the biennale is slated to open on September

16.

Michael Elmgreen & Ingar Dragset are the curators of the 15th Istanbul Biennial. Photo MUHSIN AKGUN IKSV.

Caroline Elbaor, July 24, 2017

From September 16 – November 12, the 15th Istanbul Biennial—

which is curated by Elmgreen & Dragset and is centered around the

concept of “a good neighbor”—will be staged across six venues in

the heart of the Turkish city.

Details about the highly-anticipated exhibition have been released

periodically over the past year, initially making waves in April 2016

when the artist duo Elmgreen & Dragset was selected as the 2017

curators. Their appointment was a notable first for the Biennial,

which had previously never seen artists moonlight in a curatorial

role.

This was followed by the December press conference that

announced the theme of “a good neighbor,” where the curators

showed off their artistic roots: the pair enlisted 40 performers to

question what defines a good neighbor before revealing their

chosen theme.

“Home is approached as an indicator of diverse identities and a

vehicle for self-expression, and neighborhood as a micro-universe

exemplifying some of the challenges we face in terms of co-

existence today,” Elmgreen & Dragset explained of the curatorial

decision.

“Your neighbor might be someone who lives quite a different life

from yours,” they add. “The artists in the 15th Istanbul Biennial raise

questions about ideas of home, neighborhood, belonging, and co-

existence from multiple perspectives. Some of the artworks examine

how our domestic living conditions and modes have changed and

how our neighborhoods have transformed, while others focus on

how we cope with today’s geopolitical challenges on a micro-level.”

As such, the 55 artists and collectives selected for the 15th iteration

of the Istanbul Biennial—which artnet News is exclusively

announcing—will look at how modes of living within our respective

communities has developed throughout the past few decades.

A full list of the participating artists according to venue follows

below:

Galata Greek Primary School

Heba Y. Amin

Born in Cairo, lives in Berlin

Mark Dion

Born in New Bedford, Massachusetts, lives in New York, NY

Jonah Freeman & Justin Lowe

Born in Santa Fe, New Mexico, and Dayton, Ohio, both live in New

York, NY

Kasia Fudakowski

Born in London, lives in Berlin

Pedro Gómez-Egaña

Born in Bucaramanga, lives between Bergen and Copenhagen

Lungiswa Gqunta

Born in Port Elizabeth, lives in Cape Town

Andrea Joyce Heimer

Born in Great Falls, Montana, lives in Ferndale, Washington

Morag Keil & Georgie Nettell

Born in Edinburgh and Bedford, both live in London

Olaf Metzel

Born in Berlin, lives in Munich

Mahmoud Obaidi

Born in Baghdad, lives in Burlington, Ontario

Henrik Olesen

Born in Esbjerg, lives in Berlin

Erkan Özgen

Born in Mardin, lives in Diyarbakır

Leander Schönweger

Born in Meran, lives in Vienna

Dan Stockholm

Born in Thisted, lives in Copenhagen

Ali Taptık

Born in Istanbul, lives in Istanbul

Bilal Yılmaz

Born in Manisa, lives in Istanbul

Istanbul Modern

Volkan Aslan

Born in Ankara, lives in Istanbul

Alper Aydın

Born in Ordu, lives between Ordu, Ankara, Konya, and Istanbul

Monica Bonvicini

Born in Venice, lives in Berlin

Louise Bourgeois

Born in Paris, died in New York, NY

Latifa Echakhch

Born in El Khnansa, lives in Martigny

Candeğer Fürtun

Born in Istanbul, lives in Istanbul

Kim Heecheon

Born in Seoul, lives in Seoul

Mirak Jamal

Born in Tehran, lives in Berlin

Fernando Lanhas

Born in Porto, died in Porto

Victor Leguy

Born in Sao Paulo, lives in Sao Paulo

Klara Lidén

Born in Stockholm, lives in Berlin

Mahmoud Obaidi

Born in Baghdad, lives in Burlington, Ontario

Lydia Ourahmane

Born in Saida, lives in Oran and London

Rayyane Tabet

Born in Ashquot, lives in Beirut

Young-Jun Tak

Born in Seoul, lives in Berlin

Kaari Upson

Born in San Bernadino, California, lives in Los Angeles, California

Kemang Wa Lehulere

Born in Cape Town, lives in Cape Town

Yonamine

Born in Luanda, lives in Harare

Xiao Yu

Born in Inner Mongolia, lives in Beijing

ARK Kültür

Mahmoud Khaled

Born in Alexandria, lives in Trondheim

Pera Museum

Adel Abdessemed

Born in Constantine, lives in London

Njideka Akunyili Crosby

Born in Enugu, lives in Los Angeles, California

Alejandro Almanza Pereda

Born in Mexico City, lives in Guadalajara

Berlinde De Bruyckere

Born in Ghent, lives in Ghent

Vajiko Chachkhiani

Born in Tbilisi, lives in Berlin

Gözde İlkin

Born in Istanbul, lives in Istanbul

Liliana Maresca

Born in Buenos Aires, died in Buenos Aires

Lee Miller

Born in Poughkeepsie, New York, died in Chiddingly, East Sussex

Aude Pariset

Born in Versailles, lives in Berlin

Sim Chi Yin

Born in Singapore, lives in Beijing

Dayanita Singh

Born in New Delhi, lives in New Delhi

Tatiana Trouvé

Born in Cosenza, lives in Paris

Tsang Kin-Wah

Born in Shantou, lives in Hong Kong

Andra Ursuta

Born in Salonta, lives in New York, NY

Fred Wilson

Born in New York, NY, lives in New York, NY

Yoğunluk Atelier

Yoğunluk

Collective founded in Istanbul, live in Istanbul

Küçük Mustafa Paşa Hammam

Monica Bonvicini

Born in Venice, lives in Berlin

Stephen G. Rhodes

Born in Houston, Texas, lives in Berlin

Tuğçe Tuna

Born in Mons, lives in Istanbul

Outside all venues

Burçak Bingöl

Born in Giresun, lives in Istanbul

Lukas Wassmann

Born in Zurich, lives in Berlin
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On View

‘I Have to Escape All the Time’: Watch Artist
Alejandro Almanza Pereda Transform His Move
Out of New York Into Art About Exploration
As part of a collaboration with Art21, hear news-making artists describe their

inspirations in their own words.

Production still from the Art21 "New York Close Up" film, "Alejandro Almanza Pereda Escapes from New York." © Art21,
Inc. 2015.

Caroline Goldstein, October 22, 2020

As a child in Mexico, the artist Alejandro Almanza Pereda was

obsessed with filmmaker John Carpenter’s cult classic, Escape From

New York, in which Manhattan has been transformed into a prison

and the hero is in a race against time to save the US president from

a ticking time bomb. 

While this premise is a few light years removed from Almanza

Pereda’s current life, he felt a kinship with it when he made the

radical decision to leave New York (and its outrageous rent) for his

native Mexico City. For the artist, New York may not have been a

literal prison, as it was depicted in Escape from New York, but it

became a figurative one that he describes as “a playground for really

privileged people.”

In an exclusive interview filmed as part of Art21’s New York Close Up

series, the artist tasks himself with a seemingly impossible mission:

to create an entirely new body of work in the three weeks between

the time he purchased a one-way ticket for Mexico and the day his

plane departed.

Production still from the Art21 “New York Close Up” film “Alejandro Almanza
Pereda Escapes from New York.” © Art21, Inc. 2015.

Instead of dwelling on his impending departure, Almanza Pereda

channels his frenetic energy into his new project, riffing on Dutch

still life paintings by staging similar tableaux that have a twist: the

objects are underwater and upside down. The artist gathers

knickknacks he accumulated in his Hunter College studio and goes

shopping in Chinatown to find more objects. He recounts a lifelong

fascination with underwater exploration, Jacques Cousteau, and sea

creatures.

Here, on the surface, everything stays put—the gravity,” he tells

Art21. “In the water, you can use those levitations to kind of create

different sculptures in a way. It’s pretty spectacular.”

In the video, Almanza Pereda goes through a bittersweet tour of

Chinatown, which he considers one of the most quintessentially New

York neighborhoods, as he prepares his final work and his impending

escape from the city.

“I have to say that I think everybody in the world should live in New

York at least one or two years to just, kind of, make sense,” he says.

“But it’s not the only lifestyle you can have. It’s not the only way of

doing things.” Though he is sad to leave New York, the artist isn’t

thinking he’ll be in Mexico City forever. “So I might escape from

Mexico City, you know? I might go to LA and escape from there. I

have to escape all the time.”

 

Watch the video, which originally appeared as part of Art21’s

series Art in the Twenty-First Century below. The brand new 10th

season of the show is available now at Art21.org. 

Alejandro Almanza Pereda Escapes fro…
Watch later Share

This is an installment of “Art on Video,” a collaboration between

Artnet News and Art21 that brings you clips of newsmaking artists. A

new series of the nonprofit Art21’s flagship series Art in the Twenty-

First Century is available now on PBS. Catch all episodes of other

series like New York Close Up and Extended Play and learn about the

organization’s educational programs at Art21.org.
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Exclusive: Here’s the Full List of Artists
Participating in the 15th Istanbul Biennial
Curated by Elmgreen & Dragset, the biennale is slated to open on September

16.

Michael Elmgreen & Ingar Dragset are the curators of the 15th Istanbul Biennial. Photo MUHSIN AKGUN IKSV.

Caroline Elbaor, July 24, 2017

From September 16 – November 12, the 15th Istanbul Biennial—

which is curated by Elmgreen & Dragset and is centered around the

concept of “a good neighbor”—will be staged across six venues in

the heart of the Turkish city.

Details about the highly-anticipated exhibition have been released

periodically over the past year, initially making waves in April 2016

when the artist duo Elmgreen & Dragset was selected as the 2017

curators. Their appointment was a notable first for the Biennial,

which had previously never seen artists moonlight in a curatorial

role.

This was followed by the December press conference that

announced the theme of “a good neighbor,” where the curators

showed off their artistic roots: the pair enlisted 40 performers to

question what defines a good neighbor before revealing their

chosen theme.

“Home is approached as an indicator of diverse identities and a

vehicle for self-expression, and neighborhood as a micro-universe

exemplifying some of the challenges we face in terms of co-

existence today,” Elmgreen & Dragset explained of the curatorial

decision.

“Your neighbor might be someone who lives quite a different life

from yours,” they add. “The artists in the 15th Istanbul Biennial raise

questions about ideas of home, neighborhood, belonging, and co-

existence from multiple perspectives. Some of the artworks examine

how our domestic living conditions and modes have changed and

how our neighborhoods have transformed, while others focus on

how we cope with today’s geopolitical challenges on a micro-level.”

As such, the 55 artists and collectives selected for the 15th iteration

of the Istanbul Biennial—which artnet News is exclusively

announcing—will look at how modes of living within our respective

communities has developed throughout the past few decades.

A full list of the participating artists according to venue follows

below:

Galata Greek Primary School

Heba Y. Amin

Born in Cairo, lives in Berlin

Mark Dion

Born in New Bedford, Massachusetts, lives in New York, NY

Jonah Freeman & Justin Lowe

Born in Santa Fe, New Mexico, and Dayton, Ohio, both live in New

York, NY

Kasia Fudakowski

Born in London, lives in Berlin

Pedro Gómez-Egaña

Born in Bucaramanga, lives between Bergen and Copenhagen

Lungiswa Gqunta

Born in Port Elizabeth, lives in Cape Town

Andrea Joyce Heimer

Born in Great Falls, Montana, lives in Ferndale, Washington

Morag Keil & Georgie Nettell

Born in Edinburgh and Bedford, both live in London

Olaf Metzel

Born in Berlin, lives in Munich

Mahmoud Obaidi

Born in Baghdad, lives in Burlington, Ontario

Henrik Olesen

Born in Esbjerg, lives in Berlin

Erkan Özgen

Born in Mardin, lives in Diyarbakır

Leander Schönweger

Born in Meran, lives in Vienna

Dan Stockholm

Born in Thisted, lives in Copenhagen

Ali Taptık

Born in Istanbul, lives in Istanbul

Bilal Yılmaz

Born in Manisa, lives in Istanbul

Istanbul Modern

Volkan Aslan

Born in Ankara, lives in Istanbul

Alper Aydın

Born in Ordu, lives between Ordu, Ankara, Konya, and Istanbul

Monica Bonvicini

Born in Venice, lives in Berlin

Louise Bourgeois

Born in Paris, died in New York, NY

Latifa Echakhch

Born in El Khnansa, lives in Martigny

Candeğer Fürtun

Born in Istanbul, lives in Istanbul

Kim Heecheon

Born in Seoul, lives in Seoul

Mirak Jamal

Born in Tehran, lives in Berlin

Fernando Lanhas

Born in Porto, died in Porto

Victor Leguy

Born in Sao Paulo, lives in Sao Paulo

Klara Lidén

Born in Stockholm, lives in Berlin

Mahmoud Obaidi

Born in Baghdad, lives in Burlington, Ontario

Lydia Ourahmane

Born in Saida, lives in Oran and London

Rayyane Tabet

Born in Ashquot, lives in Beirut

Young-Jun Tak

Born in Seoul, lives in Berlin

Kaari Upson

Born in San Bernadino, California, lives in Los Angeles, California

Kemang Wa Lehulere

Born in Cape Town, lives in Cape Town

Yonamine

Born in Luanda, lives in Harare

Xiao Yu

Born in Inner Mongolia, lives in Beijing

ARK Kültür

Mahmoud Khaled

Born in Alexandria, lives in Trondheim

Pera Museum

Adel Abdessemed

Born in Constantine, lives in London

Njideka Akunyili Crosby

Born in Enugu, lives in Los Angeles, California

Alejandro Almanza Pereda

Born in Mexico City, lives in Guadalajara

Berlinde De Bruyckere

Born in Ghent, lives in Ghent

Vajiko Chachkhiani

Born in Tbilisi, lives in Berlin

Gözde İlkin

Born in Istanbul, lives in Istanbul

Liliana Maresca

Born in Buenos Aires, died in Buenos Aires

Lee Miller

Born in Poughkeepsie, New York, died in Chiddingly, East Sussex

Aude Pariset

Born in Versailles, lives in Berlin

Sim Chi Yin

Born in Singapore, lives in Beijing

Dayanita Singh

Born in New Delhi, lives in New Delhi

Tatiana Trouvé

Born in Cosenza, lives in Paris

Tsang Kin-Wah

Born in Shantou, lives in Hong Kong

Andra Ursuta

Born in Salonta, lives in New York, NY

Fred Wilson

Born in New York, NY, lives in New York, NY

Yoğunluk Atelier

Yoğunluk

Collective founded in Istanbul, live in Istanbul

Küçük Mustafa Paşa Hammam

Monica Bonvicini

Born in Venice, lives in Berlin

Stephen G. Rhodes

Born in Houston, Texas, lives in Berlin

Tuğçe Tuna

Born in Mons, lives in Istanbul

Outside all venues

Burçak Bingöl

Born in Giresun, lives in Istanbul

Lukas Wassmann

Born in Zurich, lives in Berlin
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Artist Experiments Underwater and Upside Down at SFAI

Alejandro Almanza Pereda, 'Everything but the kitchen sank' (installation view), Walter and McBean Galleries, San Francisco Art Institute, 2015. (Photo: Benjamin Ashlock)

 (http://ww2.kqed.org/arts/programs/the-do-list/)

EVENT INFORMATION (HTTP://WW2.KQED.ORG/ARTS/THE-DO-LIST/EVERYTHING-BUT-THE-KITCHEN-SANK/)

‘Everything but the kitchen sank’

The culmination of Alejandro Almanza Pereda’s residency at SFAI

THE DO LIST (HTTP://WW2.KQED.ORG/ARTS/PROGRAMS/THE-DO-LIST/)

By Sarah Hotchkiss (http://ww2.kqed.org/arts/author/shotchkiss/)  (http://twitter.com/sahotchkiss)
SEPTEMBER 23, 2015


SHARE

 THROUGH OCT. 3 AND DEC. 12
Walter and McBean Galleries & Diego Rivera Gallery

For four harrowing months this summer, the sculpture studio at San Francisco Art Institute’s (SFAI) North Beach campus operated

under the threat of flooding from above. The source — which thankfully, never leaked — was a 3,000 gallon tank of water in the center

of the Walter and McBean Galleries one floor up.

With the help of student workers, protective Plexiglas boxes and countless items of bric-a-brac sourced from thrift stores across the

Bay Area, Mexico City-based artist in residence Alejandro Almanza Pereda staged a series of object-filled underwater scenes captured by

black and white digital prints and a 20-minute film. The artistic output of his residency is now on view in the same space where all the

work was made, in an exhibition titled Everything but the kitchen sank.

Alejandro Almanza Pereda, ‘Everything but the kitchen sank’ (installation view during production stage),

Walter and McBean Galleries, San Francisco Art Institute, 2015. (Photo: Gregory Goode)

Outside the exhibition and just a few doors down the hall is Pereda’s radical intervention in the Diego Rivera Gallery. Change the world
or go home uses fluorescent tubes to erect a scaffolding of pure white light in front of the 1931 Rivera fresco The Making of a Fresco
Showing the Building of a City.

The fresco itself depicts the wooden armature of the scaffolding Rivera and his assistants used to complete the project. Pereda’s ghostly

reminder of invisible labor is part of an ongoing series, but in the Bay Area it takes on added significance. The scaffold becomes not just

a symbol of construction, but also one of gentrification, hammered home for me by the “Dreamboat,” dominating the view from SFAI’s

Details (http://ww2.kqed.org/arts/the-do-list/everything-but-the-kitchen-sank/)•

KQED ARTS
SEPTEMBER 2015



rooftop. That was, if you don’t remember, the gigantic cruise ship rented by Salesforce to host attendees of the tech giant’s annual

Dreamforce conference because San Francisco didn’t have enough hotel rooms to accommodate the crowd.

Alejandro Almanza Pereda, ‘Everything but the kitchen sank’ (installation view), Walter and McBean

Galleries, San Francisco Art Institute, 2015. (Photo: Benjamin Ashlock)

Back in the Walter and McBean Galleries, the installation is spare and soothingly monochromatic. Pereda’s large-scale prints of

different gravity-defying still life arrangements sit flush on the gallery walls like pieces of vinyl. Photographed through Plexiglas and

water, the images take on a somber and surreal brushy quality as dish ware, fruits, vegetables and concrete blocks combine in tableaux

punctuated by Pereda’s groan-worthy punny titles. (The photograph Just five blocks away contains an arrangement with — you guessed

it — five concrete blocks.)

EXPLORE: VISUAL ARTS (HTTP://WW2.KQED.ORG/ARTS/CATEGORY/VISUALARTS/), REVIEW (HTTP://WW2.KQED.ORG/ARTS/TAG/REVIEW/)

Alejandro Almanza Pereda, ‘Like Steaks and Salads’ (video

still), 2015. (Courtesy of the artist and Curro & Poncho,

Guadalajara)

Upstairs in a darkened video room, the black and white film Like Steaks and Salads is the true highlight of the show. A vertical projection

captures different experiments with buoyancy and humor, all to the soundtrack of wonderfully clanking piano notes. Does a potato

float? No. Does a pencil float? Yes. Pencil shavings hover in stasis, exploding out from the moment of sharpening. If Charlie Chaplin or

Buster Keaton were making movies in a 3,000 gallon tank of water with the help of a small army of art school students, they might

produce something like this.

While the finished exhibition is a tightly restrained view of the months of watery activity that took place inside that same space, it is in

Like Steaks and Salads that the spirit of collaboration and play comes to life as a fitting document of Pereda’s time spent at SFAI. And in

the Diego Rivera Gallery, he proves that play can also shift to critique, skillfully inserting himself into Rivera’s legacy at SFAI.

Sometimes it takes an outsider’s eyes to call attention to a repeating cycle of history — in this case, both Rivera and Pereda point to

San Francisco as a city constantly rebuilding itself, on the backs of a unidentified laborers.
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ALEJANDRO ALMANZA PEREDA
CHERT - BERLIN

“Something for Nothing,” Alejandro 
Almanza Pereda’s second exhibition at 
Chert, is a significant improvement in 
the artist’s ongoing investigation on the 
precarious balance that holds contemporary 
society together. This new body of work — 
although oriented towards the realization of 
sculptures that defy gravity and subvert the 
most basic rules of weight and balance, as 
seen in previous occasions — is less theatrical 
and not so reliant on trickery. The wizard 
effect that constitutes the trademark of 
Almanza Pereda’s work is still there but it’s 
enriched with a more introspective approach 
and mature attitude. The use of materials 
is experimental but relaxed, and discreet 
signs here and there reveal a desire to take 
the relationship between object and space 
a step further. People that live in glasshouses 
shouldn’t throw stones (2011), for instance, 
is a molecular structure made of chunks of 
wood, stones, snooker balls, shells and small 
junk-shop artifacts, all connected by a series 
of brass sticks. This combination of natural 
and artificial emanates a surprising harmony, 
just like in science the steadiest elements 

are the result of an ensemble of disparate 
substances.

If you say something see something (2011) 
is a life-size cage made of white ropes. Any 
pretension of forced captivity is completely 
destroyed by the vulnerability of the grid, 
whose sense of transparency is reinforced 
even further by the juxtaposition with the tiles 
decorating floor and walls of the surrounding 
space. 

Almanza Pereda’s traditional style of 
composition and sardonic humor is here 
represented at its best with Burning the 
candles at both ends again (2011), where a 
book shelf appears to be supported only by 
the light coming from a chandelier below. 
Order and disorder, in life as in art, are 
concepts difficult to define. “Something for 
Nothing” is a declaration of uncertainty, a 
reminder of how even the strongest statement 
is often based on a fragile construction. 

Michele Robecchi

ALEJANDRO ALMANZA PEREDA, People that live in glasshouses 
shouldn’t throw stones (Series), 2011. Wood, found objects, brass, 
rock. Dimensions variable. Courtesy Chert, Berlin.

NATALIE CZECH
UQBAR - BERLIN

At first sight, Natalie Czech’s presentation 
at Uqbar couldn’t appear more homogenous: 
a display of six photographs of pages of text, 
with the same words identically embedded 
within the pages and highlighted in red, green 
and brown. It is only upon further inspection 
that each text reveals a very different direction. 

For this series — entitled “A Small Bouquet 
by Frank O’Hara” (2011) and produced for 
Kunstverein Langenhagen — Czech invited 
seven people to write a text (one of which 
wasn’t displayed here) with O’Hara’s poem A 
Small Bouquet as their ‘template’: the marked 
words represent the calligram of the poem’s 
component words.

The six resulting inner monologues lay 
bare the image of people who are struggling 
internally, in search of the perfect expression. 
It is a quiet exertion for uniqueness, a claim for 
autonomy, although the constant insecurity 
about the specific choice of words is tangible 
in every sentence. 

Archival in nature, the texts are presented 
as seductive prints of grainy “original 
documents”: 1950s-style typewritten texts 
photographed as pages in an old book. It is 

a questionable yet lyrically evocative process 
that manages to capture the divine in the 
everyday. 

Czech plays with the secret language of 
texts and the hidden layers they brings forth. 
Her viewer acts as a container of potentiality 
while the written texts perform as structures 
that inform the current ways we interpret 
the world. Although each text conveys a 
different character, they all showcase a certain 
commonality in their intimate theatricality 
and impertinence. What can be imagined, 
what can be said, taken for granted, or appear 
as rational or not, as thinkable or sayable? 
The information beyond what is visible, the 
delicate interplay in the relationship between 
visuality and ideas, is a consistent presence in 
her work.

Czech’s project of an “archive of 
potentialities” is one where deconstruction is 
accompanied by a more vital immediacy that 
does not need to wrest itself free from the 
responsibility of representational language. 
Instead she begins by asking what potentialities 
make representation possible.

Judith Vrancken 

NATALIE CZECH, A small bouquet by Julien Bismuth, 2011. Oil pastel 
on C-Print; museum glass, 85 x 60 cm. Courtesy Uqbar and Kunstv-
erein Langenhagen (DE).
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AUSSTELLUNG

Schwebender Beton
MICHAEL ORTNER , 23. Oktober 2011 09:00

Die Ausstellung "You Are Free" in der Kunsthalle
Exnergasse zeigt Arbeiten internationaler
Künstler im Kontext von Kunst, Musik und Politik

Wien - Ihr kreisrunder Körper schmückte bereits
in den 1920er-Jahren die großen Tanzpaläste in
Berlin und Havanna. Unter ihr wird getanzt,
geschmust und gefeiert. Die Spiegel- oder auch
Discokugel symbolisiert mit ihrer Drehbewegung
das nie endende Tanzvergnügen.

Der mexikanische Künstler Alejandro Almanza
Pereda regt in seinem Werk Don't Make Light of
Something zum Nachdenken über die Partykultur

an. Seine aus einem Betonblock geformte und mit Spiegelsteinen besetzte Discokugel schwebt
unheilschwanger über den Köpfen der Betrachter. Die ursprüngliche Funktion von
(Alltags-)Gegenständen in etwas Gefahrvolles und Riskantes umzuwandeln gehört zu Peredas
künstlerischem Vokabular.

Seine Arbeit ist Teil der Ausstellung You Are Free! Unter diesem Postulat versammelt sich eine
Gruppe von Künstlern von Lateinamerika bis Skandinavien, deren Arbeiten einen kritischen Blick auf
den politischen Freiheitsbegriff werfen: Christian Jankowskis And Your Bird Can Sing zeigt einen
CD-Spieler in Gitarrenform, den Arbeiter in einer chinesischen Fabrik serienmäßig hergestellt haben.
Jeder der Fabrikarbeiter hatte die Möglichkeit, auf Jankowskis mitgebrachter E-Gitarre ein Solo zu
spielen, das danach auf CD gebrannt wurde. Jankowski kritisiert damit nicht nur unfreie
Arbeitsbedingungen in China, sondern beleuchtet auch die Rolle der Kunst in der globalen
Ökonomie. "Viele Künstler in der Ausstellung reflektieren kritisch die dunkle Seite von Freiheit und
erforschen auch, wie unfrei wir selbst sind", sagt Daniel Kingery, einer der Kuratoren der Ausstellung.

Daneben werden Produkte wie Schallplatten künstlerisch entfremdet, indem sie in Alufolie
eingewickelt werden. Das individuelle Design des Plattencovers weicht dem industriellen Charakter
der Massenfertigung. Mit dem Arbeitsfeld des Kunstschaffenden befasst sich im November die
Ausstellung Pseudoparadigmatika.  (Michael Ortner, DER STANDARD - Printausgabe, 22./23.
Oktober 2011)
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